Professor In Sweden Suggests
‘Eating Human Flesh To Save
The Climate’
The 1973 movie Soylent Green, staring Charlton Heston and Edward G.
Robinson, ended with the desperate proclamation, “It’s people!”,
referring to society’s primary food source, Soylent Green. ⁃ TN Editor
Oftentimes, the climate alarmists are their own worst enemy. It sounds
reasonable enough that carbon emissions might have an impact on the
climate, but it’s a rather nasty thing to prove, especially when alarmist
predictions fail, over and over again. It’s far from the “scientific
consensus.” But the alarmists don’t tone down their rhetoric — they
ratchet it up to 11. They want to take away your plastic straws, your
cars, your burgers. Then there’s this behavioral scientist in Sweden who
wants us to eat human flesh to deal with the effects of climate change.
No, this isn’t The Onion or The Babylon Bee. This is a Swedish professor
appearing on Swedish television advocating for cannibalism, because
climate change is just that dire. It can’t be lunacy if it’s done in the name
of climate change, can it?

Earlier this week, Magnus Söderlund, professor of marketing and
strategy at the Stockholm School of Economics, spoke at the Gastro
Summit, a discussion on the future of food in the case of a
climatepocalypse, The Epoch Times reported.
Söderlund spoke on the topic, “Can you Imagine Eating Human Flesh?”
He argued for breaking down the ancient taboos against desecrating the
human corpse and, well, cannibalism. The clip is available on State
Swedish Television channel TV4 at this link. The end of the video’s
description roughly translates to “the possibility of eating human flesh –
to save the climate.” How cannibalism would have any impact on the
climate is anyone’s guess, and it seems the professor is more focused on
dealing with the aftereffects of climate change, anyway.
According to The Epoch Times, Söderlund dismissed taboos against
cannibalism as “conservative.” He suggested that people’s resistance to
eating human flesh “could be overcome, little by little, beginning with
persuading people to just taste it.” In the video, he warned “that since
food sources will be scarce in the future, people must be introduced to
eating things they have thus far considered disgusting—among them,
human flesh.”
While the professor also discussed breaking other taboos on eating pets
and insects, his talk focused on cannibalism. Swedish articles on the
debate use the term “mannisko-kötts branschen,” which translates to
“the human flesh industry.”
According to his bio, Söderlund’s research focuses on “consumer
behavior,” “reactions to marketing stimuli,” “psychological reactions,”
and “our understanding of what it means to be a consumer (and a
marketer) in a society increasingly obsessed with consumption.”
Taking this psychological approach, the professor said that people can
be “tricked” into “making the right decisions.”
Söderlund appeared to equate resistance to cannibalism with capitalist
selfishness. “Are we humans too selfish to live sustainably?” he asked.
Even the audience for a Climatepocalypse food summit seemed unwilling

to break the “taboo” against eating human flesh. Then the professor
asked the audience how many would be open to the idea, not many
hands went up and some people groaned. The professor later told the
media that 8 percent of conference participants said they would be open
to trying cannibalism.
When asked if he would try eating human flesh, Söderlund said, “I feel
somewhat hesitant but to not appeal overly conservative… I’d have to
say… I’d be open to at least tasting it.”
Even if cannibalism were not grotesque, it would still be unhealthy. The
Fore people in Papua New Guinea practiced ritualistic cannibalism. The
women in the tribe would eat the human flesh of their dead relatives —
so that worms and maggots did not eat it. The women — and some
children — started dying of kuru, a disease meaning “shivering” or
“trembling.”
Victims first had trouble walking, a sign they were about to lose control
over their limbs. Then they would lose control over their emotions, and
people dubbed the disease the “laughing death.” Within a year, the
victims couldn’t get up off the floor, feed themselves, or control bodily
functions.
Read full story here…

